“In our second year, as well as delivering the
projects you wanted in the business plan, we
have accelerated our core activity, marketing
and managing the town for the benefit of the
levy payers and community.”
Russell Downing
Newbury Business Improvement District Manager
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Chairman’s Report

Managing Director’s Report

2013/14 has been a year of delivery from Newbury BID,
with most of the projects outlined in the business plan
well under way, none more so than the continued work to
market and promote the town. There’s no doubt that our
town is a safer, cleaner and more attractive place to visit
thanks to the many initiatives carried out by the small but
hard-working and enthusiastic team at Newbury BID.

The last 12 months have been both exciting and
challenging with a number of new projects being
launched across the town. Newbury BID was voted in
by the business community in the midst of one of the
country’s worst recessions; despite this, as a town we
are faring better than most, reporting footfall growth
for the third consecutive year and business vacancy
rates much lower than the national average. We have
attracted investment from a number of new businesses
to the town, a positive sign that Newbury is seen as a
vibrant and forward-thinking place.

The team has planned and supported a variety of events
that have driven new and existing visitors to the town,
further strengthening the argument that Newbury has
always got lots going on. The year ahead promises to
be just as fruitful with an action-packed events calendar
and projects to ensure we achieve as many benefits for
our levy payers as possible.
Finally, having had the pleasure of
being Chairman of this new and
exciting initiative for Newbury for its
first two years, I am confident that
I hand it over to Scott Waters in
good shape with a healthy balance
sheet to continue to move forward.

James Allen

Newbury Business Improvement District Chairman

“You definitely feel a sense of inclusion
and the can-do attitude of the BID coordinators cascades through the member
businesses, giving one confidence that
positive progress is being made to the
overall shopping experience in Newbury.”
Andrew Russell
Sales Manager, Hogan Music

Background & History
Newbury BID – over 640 businesses
Newbury BID is a business-led initiative that was voted
for by the business community of Newbury town centre
and was introduced in June 2012. We have over 640
businesses now that form the BID area, paying a levy that
funds the activities undertaken by the BID. This is bolstered
by significant commercial revenue generated by the BID to
invest alongside the levy back into the town centre.
BIDs are much more commonplace across the UK and
Ireland now, and well recognised as a successful model
for delivery and action across towns and cities, with
over 150 BIDs investing £91 million every year.
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BIDs are a great example of business-led partnerships,
achieving more for the communities they work within
through collaboration rather than working in isolation.
This is true of Newbury BID and underpins our
fundamental principles of ensuring we spend your
levy and commercial revenue generated carefully and
transparently on projects and initiatives which add value
to Newbury, ensuring we remain a vibrant place to live,
work and visit.
As we head into year three we are encouraged by the
results of our recent Purple Flag assessment confirming
that we are managing our evening economy in the best
way possible. We are also working to provide free Wi-Fi for
the town centre and continue to increase our marketing
activity to promote Newbury as a great place to be.
Newbury BID has received voluntary
contributions from a number of
businesses across the wider town
as well as in-kind support for which
we are very grateful. On behalf of
the management team, I would like
to thank all these organisations and
the BID Board for their support.

Russell Downing

Newbury Business Improvement District Manager
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1 Spreading The Word
We already know that Newbury is a great place to live and
work, because we do it ourselves! The challenge remains to
educate everyone else about how fantastic it is and just what
it now has to offer, including the increased retail offering,
outdoor events programme, lovely parks and beautiful water
feature that runs through the heart of the town. We also
boast an impressive range of independent shops, cafes and
businesses that makes Newbury the place it is.

A Brand For Newbury
We have developed a strong brand that is now starting to
be recognised beyond the town. To further develop this,
on the back of research conducted with British BIDs and
other BID towns, we have merged the BID brand with the
Newbury brand, giving us one cohesive brand to move
forward with. This is now used across all our marketing
activity.

State-Of-The-Art Website
We are looking to continue to develop Visit Newbury,
working with our partners to ensure we have the best
destination website that will help support our aim of
driving more footfall to the town.

Shopping Guide
Where possible we have used the shopping guide with
our major promotional work. This is included in our two
main mail-outs that are produced for NewburyFest and
Christmas, which are direct delivery by Royal Mail to over
65,000 homes within a 30-minute drive of Newbury. The
BID Street Rangers also carry the Shopping Guide to hand
out to visitors to the town.

Radio & Newspaper Advertising
Both these media have been used to underpin our
marketing at key points of the year. The Christmas
campaign on Heart achieved over 78,000 website
impressions and 184,000 listeners hearing our ad on
average 6.9 times, giving us over 1,285,826 exposures.
We will continue to do this over the coming year.

Key Achievements
• New branding developed in use across all
media and marketing
• Bi-annual mail out to 65,000 homes within
30-minute drive time of Newbury
• 1,285,826 exposures of our Christmas
radio campaign
• Significant events programme throughout
the year attracting new visitors to the town
and increasing footfall
• Third consecutive year of footfall growth
• 90,000 quarterly audience of the
cost-neutral In Newbury magazine
• 1,256,000 social media impressions over
six months

@VisitNewbury

Events & Festivals
The past 12 months have been packed with events, some
new, some returning. Combine this with the NewburyFest
programme and existing events such as the Newbury
Spring Festival and outdoor programme provided for the
town by the Corn Exchange, and Newbury certainly has
something for everyone.
In addition to what we said we would deliver above, we
also deliver a regular Blog, which is growing in followers,
and our now very popular In Newbury magazine that is a
collaborative project with our marketing team at Apple Print
& Creative. This free publication, which is cost-neutral to
the BID, hits an audience of over 90,000 per quarter of both
visitors and residents of Newbury and surrounding towns.
Two promotional videos were produced to highlight the
town; these now have significant views on You Tube. A key
part of our marketing over the year has been social media;
those who attended the workshops will have seen the
significant engagement we are achieving. The past quarter
has seen over 628,000 impressions alone, with both Twitter
and Facebook followers growing significantly.

Visit Newbury

Visit Newbury
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2 Getting Out & About
The three main focus areas are the BID Rangers, Wayfinding
and car parking promotions. These will remain for the
coming year as we seek to strengthen and enhance the role
of the Rangers, add phase two of the Wayfindng project and
continue to lobby and work with WBC to seek further car
parking promotions across the town.

Town Centre Maps

BID Rangers
The work of the Rangers continues to go largely unseen;
however their presence in the town and the effect they
have had cannot be underestimated. It is evident that
the town is a much cleaner environment with many
of the areas that were eyesores now cleaned up and
maintained. Fly posting is much reduced, as are the
general signs and notices that are placed around the
town and not removed by the various event organisers.
The Rangers have also had success contacting landlords
to have graffiti and general disrepair issues resolved,
often with the landlords thanking them for their efforts.
The Rangers role always was, and will remain, focused
on customer service for the town and its residents and
visitors alike. Work they have carried out in partnership
with Thames Valley Police has proved very successful in
ensuring the town remains a safe and family-orientated
place to visit.
In addition to the work they undertake within the BID
area the Rangers, as an integral part of the BID team,
carry out business visits, and this is your opportunity to
share any concerns or ideas you have for the BID area.

Car Parking Promotions
We have been successful in achieving a number of
parking promotions, focused to date mainly around Shop
Local Week and Christmas. The ‘FREE after THREE’
promotion that ran last year for Shop Local Week was
received very well with car parking usage significantly
higher during this period than that of a normal trading
period. We are pleased to confirm that both West
Berkshire Council and Parkway have agreed to run this
again for Shop Local Week 2014.
Equally, the promotion at Christmas during the late night
shopping evenings of ‘FREE after FIVE’ was also well used.
In addition to the car parking promotions we continue to
have dialogue with West Berkshire Council regarding car
parking in general. Unfortunately the car parking working
group we initiated was not well attended by the town
centre businesses; despite this we will remain optimistic.
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Our original project was to use £20,000 of levy money to
enhance the arrival experience by placing a series of six
maps at key car parks and locations across the town.
However, when we looked into this project further it became
very obvious that a more significant scheme was needed.
Newbury BID lead on a project to develop a full Wayfinding
scheme that will cover the whole of the town centre. This
project will cost £100,000 to complete. Using the original
£20,000 we have been able to leverage additional funding to
deliver phase one of the scheme which saw nine monoliths
installed across the town, and phase two is well under
way which will see an additional 15 finger posts installed.
Running alongside this is a project to de-clutter the town
and remove old and out-dated signage.

“The strengthening Newbury brand
identity has given us obvious benefits
but it counts for nothing if the town
doesn’t deliver on the marketing promise.
I feel that the BID has done a fantastic
job in creating a Newbury experience
that meets those expectations.”
Geoff Knappett
Development Director, Newbury Building Society

Key Achievements
• £100,000 town centre Wayfinding project
leveraged on the back of your levy
• Significant investment from public and
private sector
• Town Centre Customer Hosts
• Car parking promotions during key retail
periods

russell.downing@newburybid.com
suzanne@newburybid.com
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Attractive Town Centre

Newbury is without question a very attractive town;
therefore, it is imperative that anything we do in this area
complements the town and enhances its standing as a
modern and vibrant market town.

Christmas Lights
Last year Newbury BID became responsible for the
Christmas lights and switch-on event. As such we undertook
significant research to understand what both businesses
and visitors to the town wanted to see. As you would
imagine opinion differed greatly regarding style, colour,
size, number etc. The vast cost in Christmas lights is not
the lights themselves but the installation and removal of the
decorations. However, we were able to work with both our
light supplier and contractor to achieve a scheme for the
town that was in keeping with Newbury. One single colour,
warm white, and the effect of twinkling lights provided a
sophisticated yet traditional feel across the town.
In addition to this we were able to reintroduce some
crossings and increase lighting to areas of the town that
had not been used for some years. As we move forward we
have increased the coverage for 2014 and head towards
the full scheme we hope to realise by 2015.

Key Achievements
• New and enhanced Christmas lighting
scheme
• Purple Flag status

“Being involved in the Newbury BID
not only allows me to understand
what happens in the town, but also
allows me to get involved! I think it
absolutely paramount for any National
/ Independent Business Manager to
get involved in the town. I believe and
support what the BID has delivered over
the last year. Many people may challenge
this, but ask yourself what would we
have had without them? I am keen to
see the upcoming events for this year.”
Nigel Morrison
Manager, Wilkinsons

@VisitNewbury

As in previous years the switch on event was very well
attended by the public. We are looking to capitalise on this
for 2014 and hold the event on Sunday 30 November. By
doing this we can extend the dwell time to cover more of
the day and retail opening hours, and conclude the event
with the Christmas Parade.

Purple Flag Awards
Purple Flag is a nationally recognised scheme awarded to
towns and cities that manage their centres between the
hours of 5pm and 5am. The evening economy in Newbury
is a significant part of the overall economy, employing
over 4,000 people, and with a growing reputation for a
quality night out. This is largely due to its mixed use, and
family-orientated entertainment pre 11pm. We have an
enviable offering when it comes to the arts and outdoor
performances, and our range and diversity of eateries
continues to grow. As such it is essential that we manage
the transition from the daytime economy to the evening
economy, and bridge the spending gap and encourage
more family-orientated activity in the early evening.
TVP have a robust policing policy to manage the whole
evening economy, working closely with partners at West
Berkshire Council and Newbury BID. The reportable
incidents have seen a decline over the last 12 months.
The police presence has been very well received and acts
as a deterrent.
As part of our application process we have had an
overnight inspection from the ATCM Purple Flag
assessors. We are very pleased to report that we have
been awarded Purple Flag status.

Softer, Greener
The Town Council do a great job during the summer
months of enhancing the town with their hanging basket
programme; as and when funds become available we are
looking to build on this with the planting of more trees.
In addition to the above, Newbury BID extended the
bunting that the Town Council has traditionally put up in
the Market Place to cover the whole of the BID area. The
feedback from this has been very positive and we will
continue this into the coming year.

Visit Newbury

Visit Newbury
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Business Support
& Income

As well as promoting Newbury and providing some of
the events and various projects to enhance the town
and drive footfall, it is important that we work with the
BID businesses to help, where possible, to reduce costs
and promote the offering.

Shop Local Week
For the past four years National Independents Day has run
a promotion highlighting and encouraging members of the
public to support their local independents. Newbury BID
supported this with a wider Shop Local Week that ran during
the first week of July 2013 and incorporated Independents
Day. A number of businesses supplied offers that we were
able to put in front of over 65,000 households within a
30-minute drive time of Newbury. The week concluded with
a flurry of activity, including the Covent Garden Entertainers
who drew large crowds all over the town centre.

Key Achievements
• Shop local week promoted to over
65,000 homes

Collective Utility Buying
Newbury BID joined forces with Meercat, the only
UK-wide business community utility-buying group. By
being an active member of your business community
many of you have joined tens of thousands of BID
businesses across the UK, and made significant
savings. The products that Meercat offer are free, and
you are under no obligation to accept anything they
offer. We have negotiated, on your behalf, for Meercat
to offer the following services: utilities, telecoms,
testing and pest control.

• Collective utility buying saved BID
businesses thousands

A number of Newbury BID businesses have made
significant savings, some into the thousands, reducing
their running costs. This service remains available to all
BID businesses throughout the BID term.

• Free Wi-Fi project underway

Free Wi-Fi

• £132,000, additional funds generated to
re-invest in the town centre

“The Newbury BID has added great
value to my business, as I’m sure
it has to all of the businesses in the
town centre. It helps to raise the
profile of the town and creates
events that increase the number of
visitors and potential customers for
my business.”
Ross Drake
Franchise Owner, McDonalds
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Newbury BID has entered into negotiations with a
provider to offer free open channel Wi-Fi for the town
centre. A recent post on LinkedIn indicated that the best
investment that can be made for any town or city is free
Wi-Fi. With the significant use of mobile devices and
our appetite for information on the go, this will provide a
unique advantage over our surrounding centres.

Commercial Revenue Generation
As part of managing the town centre we set ourselves
some tough targets to achieve. By doing this we ensure
that the running costs of the BID is paid for by the
additional revenue generated, meaning that every penny
of your levy money is spent on the projects and not
the running costs. The target for year two was £45,200
of additional income to cover the running costs and
invest back into the town. We achieved £132,000; this
additional revenue has been re-invested directly into the
BID pot and has enabled us to enhance some of our
projects, specifically marketing of the town.

russell.downing@newburybid.com
suzanne@newburybid.com
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Financial Report

Numbers Table

The past year remained challenging for our economy;
every organisation needs to be financially prudent. Every
item of expenditure has contributed to better managing
the town by promoting and marketing Newbury to as
wide an audience as possible.
Newbury BID Board are fully aware of the unpredictable
times ahead for businesses. We set out originally to keep
the levy at one per cent of the rateable value, and unlike
some other BIDs we will not be applying an inflationary
increase. The levy is only payable by businesses in the
designated town centre BID area that have a rateable
value of £5,000 or more.
The BID income for financial year 2013-14 was £364,577
with £222,600 collected through the BID levy. A total of
£328,194 was spent on supporting the BID’s projects and
a further £73,875 on management and overheads. It was
agreed that last year’s surplus be spent during this year.
A number of businesses that fall outside of the
designated BID area, meaning they don’t have to pay the
BID levy, have made a voluntary financial contribution to
the BID.
In addition to the financial contributions, for which we
are very grateful, a number of businesses have offered
their services as contributions in kind; this varies greatly,
from staff to help out with projects to sponsorship. It
is very difficult to quantify this figure; however, what it
does demonstrate is that the work of the BID is widely
appreciated, and ensures that by working together as a
wider community we can achieve more.

INCOME

BUDGET FOR ACTUAL YTD
YEAR (£)
(£)

Levy

212,000

222,600

Voluntary Contributions

10,250

9,700

Commercial Revenue

45,200

132,277

Total company income

267,450

364,577

EXPENDITURE

BUDGET FOR ACTUAL YTD
YEAR (£)
(£)

BID Projects
Spreading the Word

88,000

191,973

75,000

85,543

Attractive Town Centre

31,000

32,281

Business Support &
Income

7,500

18,397

Total BID project costs

201,500

328,194

BID management costs
& overheads

60,160

73,875

Total

261,660

402,069

Getting Out & About

Please note these are unaudited figures. A full audited
set of accounts will be made available once the year’s
accounts have been closed and audited.

“The BID is going from strength to strength, continually recognising and
developing new ideas for Newbury town centre. As a small independent
retailer I realise that I cannot rely on the BID to bring footfall into my business
but I recognise and take advantage of the BID’s efforts to bring footfall into
the town by being involved and supporting initiatives wherever possible. For
me the Easter Egg Hunt was a real success as so many potential customers
searched for my shop which is just beyond the town centre perimeter.
Also winning the ‘Best Dressed Shop Window Competition’ at Christmas has
been tremendous. My free radio advert is currently being aired three times a
day! Fantastic! Both these events were generously covered on social media.”
Helen Vickers
Owner, Willow & Blooms

@VisitNewbury

Visit Newbury
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BID Board
Mr Russell Downing
Managing Director, Newbury BID
Mr James Allen
Chair, Hoggit & Hoof
Mr Scott Waters
Vice Chair, David Clulow
Mrs Laura Jones
Mrs Jones Bridal Boutique
Mr Paul Redman
Kitchen Monger
Mr Graeme Leech
Regent Lettings
Mr Rupert Reeves
Carter Jonas
Mr Philip Gray
Thomas Eggar
Chief Insp. Lindsey Finch
Thames Valley Police
Mr Chris Davies
Ross Brooke
Mrs Brien Beharrell
Newbury Weekly News
Mr Nigel Morrison
Wilkinsons
Mr Andy Day
West Berkshire Council
Mr Graham Hunt
Newbury Town Council
Newbury BID is a member of
British BIDs

Newbury BID, Broadway House,
4-8 The Broadway, Newbury, RG14 1BA
01635 760309 / 760505
newburybid.com
info@newburybid.com
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“Since we opened The Newbury in 2012,
the Newbury BID has been extremely
helpful in many aspects of our business.
The numerous events they organise to
attract more visitors to Newbury town
centre has benefited us greatly.
Pete Lumber
Director, The Newbury gastropub

“Newbury BID has vastly enhanced
Newbury town centre over the last
year; the quality of events offered
and general atmosphere in the
town have greatly improved the
volume and quality of visitors to the
town centre.”
John O’Brien
Managing Director, Dovetail Human Resource Services

“Since being involved in the BID I
can see what a positive impact it
(the BID) has on the area in respect
of civic pride and vibrancy – there
are always new ideas and great
initiatives to help the town prosper.”
Andrew Watts
Managing Director, Apple Print & Creative

